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Workshop title What makes a good lesson - The Stew

Aims To provide time and space for teachers to explore their understanding of
effective lessons whilst also co-constructing a North Station ‘good’ lesson
model.

Notes This session was influenced by Wright and Bolitho’s (2007) What makes
a good session. The inclusion of the ‘how would feel if this was part of
the observation criteria’ stage is something that I feel will highlight how
bottom-up we are pushing this programme to be, which, I hope, will aid in
establishing and maintaining teacher motivation. The reflection stages as
well as use of success criteria were influenced by Rachel Tsateri’s blog
posts on reflection for teachers.

Stage Activity Notes

Success criteria Ask teachers to define their
own success criteria for the
session. Let them know the
title of the session, but hold
off on giving too many
details. Ensure that they
write these down.

Success criteria handout

Session aims and overview Provide teachers with the
overall session aims as well
as an overview of what they
will be doing.

Thinking time -
characteristics

Ask teachers to write down
a list of characteristics that a
good lesson has. These can
be any that they wish,
although they are not
allowed to share anything
yet.

Group and share Put teachers into pairs and
have them share their
characteristics, looking for
similarities and differences.
Ensure they understand that
they can/should ask
questions about, expand on,
etc. the points.

The Stew Provide teachers with An A3
piece of paper, pencils,
post-its, colours, etc. and
ask them to create their
lesson stew. That is, what
does your lesson stew look

It may be worthwhile to
show an example if teachers
are struggling to think of
ideas. The example from
Wright and Bolitho (2007)
on training sessions is good

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Rl3eItiZtdzYvxIiNMwVHtEnoZnOAyrRiLejUyGbZhE/edit?usp=sharing
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like?. Encourage them to be
as creative and visual as
possible.

for this.

Sharing Once groups have finished,
place their stews around the
room and allow for one
group member to go to the
other group. Allow time for
discussion of similarities and
differences.

Linking to practice Ask teachers how they
would feel if one of the
observation criteria was
based on their lesson stew.
If it is, would they change
anything? Ask them to
agree upon a standard.

This agreed-upon standard
will be taken away and
incorporated into the
observation criteria.

Reflection 1 Ask teachers to complete a
reflection grid.

Reflection 2 Ask teachers to look back at
the success criteria for the
session as well as their own.
On their pieces of paper,
write down if they were met,
partially met or not met.
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Workshop title Autonomy and learning

Aims To better prepare teachers to help their learners develop a sense of
agency and autonomy in their learning, whilst also raising awareness of
how some activity types and teacher actions contribute to this
development.

Notes This task has been taken and adapted from Parrot (1993). I felt that this
session leads on nicely from the What makes a good lesson session as
learner autonomy (at least the development) is likely to be mentioned. I
am using Tsteri’s (2021) success criteria handout and I took the idea for
Anit rules from Hughes (2015).

Stage Activity Notes

Success criteria Ask teachers to define their
own success criteria for the
session. Let them know the
title of the session, but hold
off on giving too many
details. Ensure that they
write these down.

Success criteria handout

Session aims and overview Provide teachers with the
overall session aims as well
as an overview of what they
will be doing.

Introduction to learner
autonomy

Board and ask: A good
learner is often described as
autonomous. What does this
actually mean though?
Allow teachers time to
discuss in their pairs, then
bring to plenary. Board
responses.

Experience with
autonomous learners

Ask: To what extent does
your own experience of
learning and teaching
validate the statement? Can
learners be successful if
they are not
independent/are
teacher-dependent? Plenary
discussion.

Activities and autonomy Provide teachers with the
handout and have them
complete part 1 in pairs.
Once they have completed
part one, get and provide

Autonomy and learning
handout

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Rl3eItiZtdzYvxIiNMwVHtEnoZnOAyrRiLejUyGbZhE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XlJ_pcWfWr-cjPhBSceuIlV4G55fw6vwb9hrDApT3KE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XlJ_pcWfWr-cjPhBSceuIlV4G55fw6vwb9hrDApT3KE/edit?usp=sharing
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feedback.

Developing learner
autonomy in our classes

Ask teachers to think about
their own classes and how
they do/might develop
learner autonomy. Ask them
to brainstorm in pairs, write
down their ideas and then
bring these back to plenary
for sharing.

Reflection: Anti-rules Provide a summary of what
the session has covered.
Ask teachers to then come
up with a list of what not to
do with regard to learner
autonomy.

Success criteria Ask teachers to complete
their success criteria
checklist.


